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Abstract

 

Research has demonstrated
that very young infants can dis-
criminate between visual events
that are physically impossible
versus possible. These findings
suggest that infants have knowl-
edge of physical laws concern-
ing solidity and continuity.
However, research with 2-year-
olds has shown that they cannot
solve simple problems involving
search for a hidden object, even
though these problems require
the same knowledge. These
apparently inconsistent find-
ings raise questions about the
interpretation of both data sets.
This discrepancy may be re-
solved by examining differ-
ences in task demands.
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A paradox has emerged in the
developmental literature. On the
one hand, a wealth of research
from more than a decade of excit-
ing studies shows that very young
infants have knowledge of physi-
cal laws concerning continuity and
solidity (Baillargeon, Graber, De-
Vos, & Black, 1990; Spelke, Brein-
linger, Macomber, & Jacobson,
1992). On the other hand, recent
work has revealed a surprising
lack of such knowledge in children
between 2 and 3 years of age (Ber-

 

thier, DeBlois, Poirier, Novak, &
Clifton, 2000; Hood, Carey, & Pra-
sada, 2000). The question is raised:
Are there true discontinuities, even
regressions, in children’s concepts
of the physical world? Or can the
discrepancies between the infant
and the toddler data sets be re-
solved by pointing to differences
in task requirements? Or perhaps
the explanation lies in differences
in methodology. For example, in
the infant studies the dependent
measure is looking, and in the tod-
dler studies it is active search. What-
ever the explanation, this paradox
must be resolved before a compre-
hensive theory of early cognitive
development can be constructed.

Beginning with the seminal arti-
cle by Baillargeon, Spelke, and
Wasserman (1985), the emerging
picture of infants has been that 3-
to 4-month-olds show a stunning
sophistication in their perception
of the physical world. The typical
paradigm in this line of research
entails the presentation of an event
(e.g., a rotating screen in Baillar-
geon et al., 1985; a rolling ball in
Spelke et al., 1992) during repeated
trials (referred to as 

 

habituation

 

 tri-
als). Test trials consist of equal
numbers of “possible” (

 

consistent

 

)
events, which accord with the nat-
ural laws of physics, and “impossi-

 

ble” (

 

inconsistent

 

) events, which
break those laws. The assumption
is that if infants look longer at in-
consis tent  than at  consis tent
events, they have detected an in-
congruence with the physical law.
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The procedure in the infancy
studies can be clarified by consid-
ering an example from Experiment
3 in Spelke et al. (1992). During ha-
bituation trials, 3-month-old in-
fants saw a ball roll from the left
and disappear behind a screen. A
bright blue wall protruded above
the screen. When the screen was
lifted, the ball could be seen resting
against the wall on the right side of
the display. Following these trials,
an obstacle was placed on the track
to the left of the wall, with the top-
most part of the obstacle, as well as
the blue wall, showing above the
screen. On test trials, the ball was
again rolled from left to right. For
the inconsistent event, when the
screen was raised the ball was rest-
ing in the old place by the wall, so
that it seemed to have violated
rules of solidity (i.e., two solid ob-
jects cannot occupy the same space
at the same time) and continuity
(objects exist continuously and
move on connected paths over
space and time). By appearing at
the far wall, the ball seemed to
have moved through the solid ob-
stacle or discontinuously jumped
over it. For the consistent event,
when the screen was raised the ball
was resting against the obstacle, a
novel position but one that con-
formed to physical laws. The in-
fants looked significantly longer at
the inconsistent event than at the
consistent event. A control group
saw the ball in the same positions
when the screen was raised, but the
ball’s movement had not violated
any physical laws. This group
looked at the ball equally in the old
and novel locations, thus indicat-
ing that they had no intrinsic pref-
erence for either display and no
preference for the original position.
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From this and other experiments,
investigators have drawn the con-
clusion that very young infants
reason about objects and events by
drawing on some form of knowledge
about solidity and continuity (Baillar-
geon, 1993; Spelke et al., 1992).

 

SURPRISING RESULTS
FROM TODDLERS

 

The discordant results from tod-
dlers come from experiments pre-
senting the same type of physical
event—a rolling ball that goes be-
hind a screen and stops—but in
this case the child’s task is to actu-
ally find the ball (Berthier et al.,
2000). The apparatus (see Fig. 1)
features a wooden screen with four
doors that hides the progress of the
ball down the track. The ball is al-
ways stopped by a barrier, which
can be positioned at any of the four
doors. The cue to the ball’s location
is the top of the barrier protruding

several centimeters above the
screen. If the child understands
physical laws of solidity and conti-
nuity, he or she should open the
door by the barrier. Test trials con-
sist of the experimenter placing the
barrier on the track and lowering
the screen to conceal the track.
Then the experimenter draws the
child’s attention to the ball and re-
leases it at the top of the track. Fi-
nally, the child is invited to open a
door to find the ball.

In Figure 2,

 

 

 

the columns labeled
“opaque” show individual perfor-
mance on this task in the study by
Berthier et al. (2000). Children un-
der 3 years old performed no better
than would be expected if they
were simply guessing at the ball’s
location. Of 16 children in each age
group, no 2-year-old and only three
2.5-year-olds performed above
chance levels; 13 of the 3-year-olds
did so, however. (Note: Data for
3-year-olds are not displayed in
Fig. 2.) The almost total lack of suc-
cess for children under 3 years of
age was quite surprising, and in a

series of studies my colleagues and
I have sought to understand why
their performance is so poor.

Offering more visual informa-
tion about the ball’s trajectory
seemed like a reasonable way to
help the toddlers (Butler, Berthier, &
Clifton, 2002). We replaced the
opaque wooden screen with a
transparent one of tinted Plexiglas,
leaving four opaque doors to hide
the bottom of the wall and the
ball’s final resting position. Other-
wise we kept the procedure and
the rest of the apparatus the same.
Now children had a view of the ball
as it passed between doors, with
the additional cue of no emergence
beyond the wall. Despite this sub-
stantial increase in visual informa-
tion about the ball’s whereabouts,
2-year-old children still had great
difficulty in searching accurately:
Only 6 out of 20 children per-
formed above chance. Of the 12
children tested at 2.5 years of age,
10 were above chance, so this age
group benefited notably from the
additional information (see data in
Fig. 2 labeled “clear”).

We also recorded eye gaze, mon-
itored from a digital video camera
trained on the child’s face. Chil-
dren at both ages were highly at-
tentive as the ball was released,
and they tracked its movement
down the ramp on 84% of trials. Two
aspects of their tracking behavior
predicted their response: the point
where they stopped tracking the
ball and whether they broke their
gaze before choosing a door. For
older children, tracking the ball to
its disappearance was the most
typical pattern, and this virtually
guaranteed they would open the
correct door. A different story
emerged for the 2-year-olds. Like
2.5-year-olds, they typically tracked
the ball to its final location, but this
did not ensure success. If they
looked away after correctly track-
ing the ball, they made errors, al-
though this was not the case for
2.5-year-olds (Butler et al., 2002).

Fig. 1. View of the apparatus used for the toddler task. The child is opening the third
door, and the ball, resting against the wall, is visible through the door. From “Where’s
the Ball? Two- and Three-Year-Olds Reason About Unseen Events,” by N.E. Berthier,
S. DeBlois, C.R. Poirier, J.A. Novak, and R.K. Clifton, 2000, Developmental Psychology,
36, p. 395. Copyright by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted with
permission of the author.
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IS THE PROBLEM KEEPING 
TRACK OF HIDDEN 

MOVEMENT?

 

A second visual manipulation
was tried (Mash, Keen, & Berthier,
in press). We hypothesized that if
the children were given a full view
of the ball’s trajectory until it came
to rest against a wall, they would
be able to search correctly. In effect,
we reversed the sequence of events
that concealed the ball: In our pre-
vious studies (Berthier et al., 2000;
Butler et al., 2002), the screen was
first positioned in front of the ramp,
hiding most of it from view, and
then the ball was released at the top
of the ramp, going out of sight
while still moving. In this new
study, the ball rolled down the

 

ramp and came to a stop by a wall,
then the screen was lowered to
conceal both the ramp and the ball.
At that point, the child’s task was
the same as in previous studies—
open a door to find the ball. Note,
however, that in this case the child
did not have to reason about solid-
ity and continuity in order to find
the ball. Keeping track of its posi-
tion behind the screen was all that
was required.

Allowing complete access to the
ball’s movements benefited the older
children somewhat, but the great
majority of 2-year-olds still had
enormous problems. Only two out
of eighteen 2-year-olds tested per-
formed above chance, whereas
seven out of eighteen 2.5-year-olds
did. As when we used the clear
screen, gaze offered clues as to

Fig. 2. Proportion of trials correct on the first reach for 2- and 2.5-year olds. Results
are shown separately for trials with an opaque screen and a transparent screen. Each
circle represents one child’s performance. The boxes enclose the second and third
quartiles of the distributions, and the horizontal lines in the boxes are the medians.
From “Two-Year-Olds’ Search Strategies and Visual Tracking in a Hidden Displace-
ment Task,” by S.C. Butler, N.E. Berthier, and R.K. Clifton, 2002, Developmental Psy-
chology, 38, p. 588. Copyright by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted
with permission of the author.

 

why children failed. If children
looked at the ball as the screen was
lowered and maintained this orien-
tation until opening a door, they
were correct about 90% of the time.
Most children, however, broke
their gaze, which resulted in errors.
Merely watching as the screen was
lowered over the ramp and ball did
not aid search; only a continuous
fixation up to the point of choosing
the door led to success.

 

WHAT ABOUT TASK 
DIFFERENCES?

 

In the infant task, 3- to 4-month-
old infants looked longer at physi-
cally impossible events than at pos-
sible events (Baillargeon et al.,
1990; Spelke et al., 1992). No pre-
diction was required on the in-
fants’ part, as they simply reacted
to a visual array of an object in the
wrong place or the right place. In
contrast, the search task used with
toddlers involved prediction and
planning within a more complex ap-
paratus. In order to make the infant
and toddler tasks more comparable,
we designed a looking-time task in
which the same door apparatus
was used, but the children never
opened a door (Mash, Clifton, & Ber-
thier, 2002). Instead, they observed
the same events as before, but a pup-
pet, Ricky the raccoon, opened the
door.

Most of the time, Ricky opened
the correct door and removed the
ball. But on test trials, Ricky opened
an incorrect door (no ball found, a
physically possible, or consistent,
event) or opened the correct door
but found no ball (a physically im-
possible, or inconsistent, event). Af-
ter the door was opened and no
ball was found, the experimenter
raised the screen to reveal the ball
resting against the wall (consistent
event) or beyond the wall (incon-
sistent event). This visual array is
highly similar to what infants saw
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on the test trials of Experiment 3 in
Spelke et al. (1992), described ear-
lier. Like the infants, the toddlers
looked longer at the inconsistent
placement of the ball than at the con-
sistent placement. This result was
independently corroborated by a
looking-time study with toddlers
that used a similar apparatus but a
different procedure in which the
experimenter opened the doors
while the child watched (Hood,
Cole-Davies, & Dias, 2003).

 

CONCLUSIONS

 

To interpret the results of these
studies, first consider what can be
ruled out as an explanation of tod-
dlers’ poor performance in this
search task. The results from the
original study using an opaque
screen (Berthier et al., 2000; and
from Hood et al., 2000, as well)
suggested that toddlers have no
knowledge of continuity or solid-
ity. In the clear-screen study (But-
ler et al., 2002), 2-year-olds again
failed to recognize the barrier’s role
in stopping the ball. Maintaining
gaze on the spot where the ball dis-
appeared was the behavior most
predictive of correct door choice—
more evidence that toddlers did
not reason about this physical
event. But unexpectedly, taking
away the reasoning requirement did
not lead to success. Observing the
disappearance of a stationary ball
should have enabled the children
to select the correct door if the
problem were either hidden move-
ment or the necessity to reason
about the barrier’s role (Mash et al.,
in press). The fact that performance
remained poor in this condition
rules out these explanations of tod-
dlers’ poor search performance. The
puppet study, which used looking
as the response rather than reach-
ing, found that 2-year-olds, like in-
fants, looked longer at the inconsis-
tent event (Mash et al., 2002). This

study rules out the disconcerting
possibility that infants are en-
dowed with knowledge about
physical events that gets lost dur-
ing development, and is regained
around 3 years of age. Finally, al-
though infants and toddlers both
fail in search tasks that require a
reaching response, previous work
not discussed here demonstrated
that 6-month-olds will reach for
objects hidden by darkness (Clif-
ton, Rochat, Litovsky, & Perris,
1991). Thus, it is not the response
of reaching, in contrast to looking,
that is the cause of infants’ and tod-
dlers’ failure, but rather a problem
of knowing where to search.

What could be the toddlers’
problem in the search task? A dis-
tinct possibility, already men-
tioned, is the requirement of pre-
diction. In order to plan and execute
a successful search, toddlers had to
know the ball’s location in ad-
vance. Moreover, they had to coor-
dinate this knowledge with appro-
priate action. Further research is
needed to determine if either or
both of these aspects are critical. One
means of exploring this possibility
is to devise new tasks that require
location prediction but have fewer
spatial elements to be integrated
than the ball-barrier-door task and
require simpler action plans.

A second prime issue needing
further investigation is the relation
between gaze behavior and search.
Choice of the correct door was as-
sociated with continuous gaze at
the hiding event; gaze breaks be-
fore searching were fatal to suc-
cess. These data imply that chil-
dren did not  use s ight  of  the
barrier’s top as a cue for the correct
door. Likewise, adults faced with
an array of 20 identical doors with
no further marker might well use
unbroken gaze at the point of dis-
appearance as a strategy. If confu-
sion among identical doors is the
children’s problem, then making
the doors distinct should help. This
manipulation coupled with careful

analysis of gaze could determine
whether the toddlers’ problem is
simply spatial confusion among
identical doors. If so, the interesting
question remains as to why the
barrier’s top does not cue location.

Finally, a theoretical issue is un-
resolved. The results for the look-
ing-time task indicate that tod-
dlers, and even infants, have some
knowledge about the ball’s ex-
pected location, but the contents of
their knowledge is unclear. Ac-
cording to Spelke (Spelke et al.,
1992), the principles of continuity
and solidity are part of a constant
core of physical knowledge that in-
fants are endowed with. Infants of
3 to 4 months in age mentally rep-
resent hidden objects and can rea-
son about an object’s motion being
constrained by continuity and so-
lidity. Spelke et al. (1992) did not
claim, however, that the infants in
their study could predict the ball’s
location, and the toddler data sug-
gest that infants’ and even 2-year-
olds’ reasoning may be limited to
recognizing after-the-fact incongru-
ent events. If so, perceptual recogni-
tion of implausible event outcomes
seems like a valuable building block
on which to construct further knowl-
edge, and eventually prediction,
about the physical world.
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Abstract

 

Successful negotiation of ev-
eryday life would seem to re-
quire people to possess insight
about deficiencies in their intel-
lectual and social skills. How-
ever, people tend to be blissfully
unaware of their incompetence.
This lack of awareness arises be-
cause poor performers are dou-
bly cursed: Their lack of skill
deprives them not only of the
ability to produce correct re-
sponses, but also of the expertise
necessary to surmise that they
are not producing them. People
base their perceptions of perfor-
mance, in part, on their precon-
ceived notions about their skills.

Because these notions often do
not correlate with objective per-
formance, they can lead people
to make judgments about their
performance that have little to
do with actual accomplishment.
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Real knowledge is to know the extent
of one’s ignorance.

—Confucius

 

Confucius’ observation rings
just as true today as it did 26 centu-
ries ago. To achieve and maintain

an adequate measure of the good
life, people must have some insight
into their limitations. To ace an
exam, a college student must know
when he needs to crack open his
notebook one more time. To provide
adequate care, a physician must
know where her expertise ends and
the need to call in a specialist begins.

Recent research we have con-
ducted, however, suggests that peo-
ple are not adept at spotting the lim-
its of their knowledge and expertise.
Indeed, in many social and intellec-
tual domains, people are unaware of
their incompetence, innocent of their
ignorance. Where they lack skill or
knowledge, they greatly overesti-
mate their expertise and talent, think-
ing they are doing just fine when, in
fact, they are doing quite poorly.

 

IGNORANCE OF 
INCOMPETENCE: 

AN EXAMPLE

 

Consider the following example.
In a sophomore-level psychology
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ABSTRACT—Nearly half of U.S. adults experience at least one

traumatic event in their lifetimes, yet only 10% of women and

5% of men develop posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Why

this is so is among the most central questions in current PTSD

research. This article reviews the current status of knowledge

about who develops PTSD, discussing the strengths and weak-

nesses of the evidence. We describe the major models used to

understand responses to traumatic events, as well as future

research directions. We also propose that an exclusive focus on

individual differences and individual intervention overlooks

opportunities to reduce the prevalence of PTSD by modifying

factors at the neighborhood, community, or national level.
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prevention

The response to traumatic stress varies widely, ranging from transient

disruption of functioning to the chronic clinical condition known as

posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Interest in and knowledge about

PTSD increased dramatically after its diagnosis was formalized in

1980, but study of the effects of extreme stress has a long history,

primarily focused on the effects of war (e.g., shell shock in World War

I) and of sexual assault against women. According to generally ac-

cepted criteria, diagnosis of PTSD requires exposure to a traumatic

event that causes feelings of extreme fear, horror, or helplessness.

Traumatic events are defined as experiences that involve death, se-

rious injury, or threat of death. The consequences of this exposure are

manifested in three symptom clusters required for diagnosis: invol-

untary reexperiencing of the trauma (e.g., nightmares, intrusive

thoughts), avoidance of reminders and numbing of responsivity (e.g.,

not being able to have loving feelings), and increased arousal (e.g.,

difficulty sleeping or concentrating, hypervigilance, exaggerated

startle response).

Because PTSD requires the presence of an external event and

symptoms linked to this event, it differs from virtually all other psy-

chiatric disorders and raises intriguing issues regarding the definition

of trauma, the role of individuals’ appraisal of and responses to the

event, the implications of a single versus repeated or ongoing expo-

sure, and the role of community- and societal-level changes in at-

tempting to prevent PTSD.

PREVALENCE

Results from a nationally representative study indicated that over the

life course, 10% of women and 5% of men in the United States ex-

perience PTSD (Kessler, Sonnega, Bromet, Hughes, & Nelson, 1995).

Moreover, approximately half of adults have experienced a traumatic

event. In a national survey of Vietnam veterans conducted in the late

1980s, Kulka et al. (1990) estimated that 31% of males and 26% of

females in this population had PTSD from their military service.

Because PTSD symptoms wax and wane, especially in response to

subsequent life events (not necessarily traumatic ones), many people

experience partial PTSD, or clinically significant symptoms of PTSD

that do not meet the diagnostic criteria for the disorder. Including

individuals with partial PTSD resulted in an estimate of roughly

830,000 Vietnam veterans with significant posttraumatic distress or

impairment approximately 20 years after service (Weiss et al., 1992).

The disparity between the 50% prevalence of exposure to trauma

and the 7% lifetime prevalence of PTSD means that individual re-

sponses to trauma vary dramatically. This variability sparks what

appears to be the key question in the field: Why do some people, and

not others, develop PTSD? This issue has been of particular interest in

recent years, leading to a search for systematic risk factors. Central

questions have focused on the correlates or predictors of who develops

the disorder and the strength of these effects. Current conceptual-

izations of PTSD symptoms provide potential explanatory frameworks

for appreciating how predictors may influence the stress response and

lead to differential risk for PTSD.

MODELS OF TRAUMA RESPONSE

Models Focused on Cognitive and Emotional Processes

The two most influential cognitively oriented formulations of trauma

response and recovery highlight either the importance of beliefs and

linked emotions about the self and the world (McCann & Pearlman,

1990) or the network of associations linking thinking about or re-

minders of a traumatic event to cognitive, emotional, physiological,

and behavioral responses (Foa & Rothbaum, 1989). In the former

formulation, a traumatic event is conceptualized as shattering the
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previously held assumption that though the world is not always safe,

the lack of safety affects other people only. Thus, the trauma victim’s

thinking about the world must be adapted to assimilate this shattered

assumption and make sense of and integrate the event. The PTSD

symptoms of intrusion and avoidance arise from this process, which is

generally experienced as painful because it requires remembering the

trauma and the accompanying distress. Recovery gradually occurs

when this iterative process can be tolerated without avoidance or

being overwhelmed emotionally. Thus, factors that reduce the likeli-

hood of effective integration and assimilation would theoretically in-

crease the likelihood of chronic stress-related symptoms and PTSD.

These factors include characteristics of the individual, his or her

environment, and the event itself.

In the latter cognitive formulation, the metaphor of a memory network

is invoked to describe linked information about the traumatic event and

subsequent cognitive, affective, physiological, and behavioral respons-

es. Activation of one element in the network activates other aspects—

almost always including fear—and this uninterrupted repetition ac-

counts for the continuing symptoms. Recovery occurs if the strength of

the associations among network components is reduced by a combina-

tion of desensitization and substitution of more adaptive associations.

Biologically Focused Models

Research on the biology of PTSD initially focused on studying psy-

chophysiological arousal in the presence of reminders (sounds, im-

ages, or scripts) of the traumatic event. Results indicated that

individuals with PTSD demonstrated heightened arousal and pro-

longed duration of arousal compared with control subjects (e.g., Keane

et al., 1998). Recently, researchers investigating the biological

substrates of PTSD have focused on the processes and structures of

the brain. Research has centered on the amygdala and hippocampus,

key brain areas involved in the fear response and in the consolidation

of memory (e.g., LeDoux, 2000), as well as on the hypothalamic-pi-

tuitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, the parts of the neuroendocrine system

that control reactions to acute stress.

Examination of parts of the brain involved in the fear response has

been extensive because traumatic events usually generate fear, and

because fear initiates the ‘‘flight or fight’’ physiological arousal asso-

ciated with the hyperarousal symptoms of PTSD. Fear has also been

implicated in the mechanisms establishing and maintaining traumatic

memories. Research in animals has generally examined brain cir-

cuitry; research in humans has included neuroimaging studies of brain

structures (Schuff et al., 1997) and processes (Rauch et al., 1996).

New findings from animal studies have established direct neural

pathways from sensory input to areas of the amygdala. In light of the

known reciprocal neuronal connections between the hippocampus and

amygdala, these findings suggest a powerful explanation for the au-

tomaticity of the fear response and the manner in which emotional

memories occur and are transmitted to the hippocampus.

Careful study of individuals with PTSD indicates that they are

characterized by an oversensitivity of the HPA axis. The HPA axis is

involved in generating, maintaining, and shutting down increases in

stress-related hormones in the face of danger, a central aspect of

traumatic events. Evidence suggests that individuals with PTSD ex-

hibit dysregulation in the activity of cortisol, a hormone regulated by

the HPA axis. The destructive effects of the excessive production of

cortisol are believed to be responsible for the atrophy of the hippo-

campus frequently found among individuals with chronic PTSD. The

dysregulation in the HPA axis involves the feedback loop that puts the

brakes on the arousal generated by the perception of fear (Yehuda,

1997). These findings have generated research aimed at exploring the

use of medications such as beta-blockers to dampen initial arousal.

With initial arousal dampened, the consolidation of emotional mem-

ories may be attenuated. The hope, therefore, is that the reduction of

physiological arousal immediately after the traumatic event will in-

terfere with the processes that lead to the development of PTSD.

PREDICTORS OF PTSD

Two major meta-analyses (statistical analyses combining the results of

many studies) of the predictors of PTSD have recently been published

(Brewin, Andrews, & Valentine, 2000; Ozer, Best, Lipsey, & Weiss,

2003). These studies examined four categories of predictors: (a) his-

torical or static characteristics such as family psychiatric history,

intelligence, childhood trauma, and other previous trauma; (b) trauma

severity; (c) psychological processes during and immediately after the

trauma; and (d) social support and life stress after the traumatic event.

Both meta-analyses showed that there were significant predictors of

PTSD in all four categories, but that the strength of prediction varied

across the categories. Those factors closer in time to the traumatic

event (i.e., proximal factors) showed a stronger relationship to PTSD

(r � .40) than did characteristics of the individual or his or her history

that were more distant in time (i.e., distal factors; r � .20). The

strongest predictor (included only in Ozer et al.) was peritraumatic

dissociation. Peritraumatic dissociation refers to unusual experiences

during and immediately after the traumatic event, such as a sense that

things are not real, the experience of time stretching out, and an al-

tered sense of self. Feeling that one is watching oneself in a movie or

play as the event unfolds is a common description of the experience of

dissociation. The strength of the relationship between such dissocia-

tion and likelihood of developing PTSD was in the moderate-to-large

range.

Several important points regarding the predictors of PTSD should

be highlighted. First, because largest correlations were about .40,

peritraumatic dissociation and other predictors are neither necessary

nor sufficient for developing PTSD. Second, the explanation for why

peritraumatic dissociation is a predictor requires considering a host of

differences in both the people exposed and the nature of the exposure.

It may be that the severity of the traumatic event influences the

likelihood of peritraumatic dissociation, either through the level of

psychophysiological arousal the individual endures during the event

or through more complicated relationships involving the effects of the

individual’s temperament, prior experience, prior psychological

functioning, and other genetic or environmental factors that affect his

or her capacity to regulate the emotional response. Third, level of

social support following the trauma was also a strong predictor, with

more social support associated with lower likelihood of later PTSD

symptoms. An individual’s level of social support likely relates to his

or her history and functioning prior to the trauma, factors that this

literature has generally not investigated and that meta-analytic ap-

proaches cannot easily summarize.

PROBLEMS AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

The main limitation of the research on predictors of PTSD is the heavy

reliance on self-report measures and retrospective designs. This natu-
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ralistic, retrospective approach makes sense considering the general

unpredictability of exposure to trauma and the obvious ethical problems

of exposing research participants to extreme stress in experimental or

quasi-experimental designs. Prospective studies initiated prior to the

occurrence of a major disaster or trauma, however, help address this

limitation. For example, recent prospective research has assessed the

psychological aftermath of the September 11 terrorist attacks in the

United States (Silver, Holman, McIntosh, Poulin, & Gil-Rivas, 2002).

Longitudinal research with individuals in high-risk jobs, such as jobs

in the military, emergency services, and police force, also provides

opportunities for prospective studies of possible predictors of PTSD.

Furthermore, the processes by which identified predictors may

shape the development of PTSD remain largely unexamined. Sys-

tematic investigation of the ways in which these factors influence

responses to trauma at multiple levels (e.g., behavioral, social, bio-

logical) could potentially inform interventions to attenuate or prevent

PTSD. Future research should emphasize the more proximal mecha-

nisms or processes—in psychological or physiological terms—that

account for the relationship between PTSD symptoms and the more

distal, static predictors such as prior trauma and family history of

psychopathology. Evaluation of theory-based interventions with valid

operationalization of critical variables could then provide data with

which to evaluate current theory, an important area of study given the

ethical prohibitions regarding experimental research in this field.

Meta-analytic examination of the PTSD literature was useful in

identifying simple, linear relationships between predictors and PTSD

symptoms. It is likely, however, that some predictors influence each

other in more complex ways; for example, a given predictor may

strengthen the effects of another predictor on the development of

PTSD (moderation) or may serve as the mechanism through which

another predictor increases the likelihood of developing PTSD (me-

diation). Moreover, the unique meaning of exposure for a single in-

dividual may provide the most parsimonious explanation for why a

person develops PTSD.

INTRIGUING ISSUES AND QUESTIONS

Definition of Traumatic Event

The definition of what constitutes a traumatic event is central to the

diagnosis of PTSD and to all research regarding the disorder. Defining

a traumatic event, however, is not simple; indeed, the diagnostic

definition has changed over the past decade. Definitional issues raise

interesting challenges for PTSD research as they call into question

what kinds of experiences are traumatic and for whom. If two people

experience the same event (e.g., encountering body parts) but only one

reacts with fear, helplessness, or horror, has only one of them expe-

rienced a traumatic event?

Because traumatic events typically involve immediate horror and

threat to survival (e.g., sexual assault at knifepoint, torture, combat),

very high physiological arousal usually accompanies the experience.

A broadening of the types of events that some people consider to be

traumatic has led to inclusion in the PTSD literature of studies of

highly distressing events (e.g., receiving a diagnosis of cancer) that

may or may not invoke the same arousal that acute life-threatening

situations do. The presence or absence of arousal may well become a

key phenomenon that has implications for symptoms of PTSD and

whether or not an event is deemed traumatic. If the subjective emo-

tional and physiological response to the event is overlooked, research

may not yield consistent findings that would perhaps emerge if arousal

were required to identify an event as traumatic.

Ongoing Exposures and the Prototype of PTSD Symptoms

Early theories of trauma response and PTSD were largely based on

individuals who lived in generally positive environments and expe-

rienced a discrete traumatic event or series of events within a discrete

period of time (e.g., sexual assault, disaster, military service), so that

the traumatic event or events signified a dramatic disruption of pre-

trauma life. It is unclear how well this model fits the experience of

individuals subjected to pervasive traumatic stress, for example, in

the contexts of chronic physical or sexual abuse, deadly civilian

conflicts and genocide, or severe community violence in low-income

urban areas. The impairments of such individuals, including problems

in interpersonal relationships and affect and impulse regulation, may

be complicated and difficult to treat (Herman, 1992). The self-per-

ceptions of people who have experienced ongoing trauma seem to be

dramatically worse than those of individuals who have experienced

discrete traumatic events in the context of otherwise normal devel-

opment. Some researchers have suggested that a separate term, such

as ‘‘complex PTSD’’ or ‘‘disorders of extreme stress—not otherwise

specified,’’ should be used in place of PTSD to better describe this

disorder. Much prior research did not examine whether the predictors

of disorder differ depending on whether trauma is experienced as a

discrete event or as an ongoing condition of life. Future research that

investigates this distinction may find clearer patterns of predictive

relationships than have been uncovered so far.

Prevention of PTSD

What are the implications of the research on predictors of PTSD for

the prevention of the disorder? Secondary-prevention efforts that seek

to reduce the likelihood of PTSD among individuals who have recently

been exposed to traumatic stress could utilize these findings by de-

veloping early-intervention models that target processes associated

with PTSD risk in the meta-analyses reviewed here (e.g., social sup-

port, peritraumatic dissociation if the affected individuals could be

seen immediately following the event). Strategies for the primary

prevention of PTSD would entail reducing the incidence of traumatic

events. The most frequent types of traumatic events studied in the

research literature have been combat exposure, interpersonal assaults,

accidents, and disasters. Although some traumatic stressors, such as

earthquakes, are beyond human control, action at the individual and

community levels could clearly reduce the risk of exposure to many

forms of traumatic stress and also shape the impact of even uncon-

trollable traumatic stressors on populations. Indeed, such efforts form

the backbone of diverse disciplines and public-health policy efforts

in areas including building and transportation safety, community vi-

olence prevention, domestic violence prevention, and international

diplomacy.

There have been numerous investigations of the prevalence of

PTSD in diverse communities that have experienced armed civil

conflict or war, political repression, or other chronic violence. In such

settings of collective trauma, it is particularly critical to look beyond

the individual when considering both the effects of trauma and

strategies for intervention and prevention. For example, severe po-

litical repression affects not just individuals but also the social
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institutions and norms of a nation or community (Martin-Baro, 1994).

Virtually all interventions for PTSD focus on the individual with

symptoms and utilize medication or psychotherapy. Although these

interventions may help alleviate individual symptoms, they are ob-

viously inadequate for addressing the harm to social institutions or

promoting long-term healing and mental health if the sources of

persistent trauma are not addressed. When PTSD is a consequence of

collective social and political conditions, primary prevention of this

disorder involves social and political changes in the community or

nation, as does repair of the social fabric. Thus, perhaps more than

any other psychological disorder, PTSD forces consideration of ad-

vocacy and political action as primary (universal) prevention tools.
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Does Drinking Promote Risky
Sexual Behavior?
A Complex Answer to a Simple Question
M. Lynne Cooper

University of Missouri–Columbia

ABSTRACT—The present review argues that, popular lore

notwithstanding, the well-documented association be-

tween usual patterns of alcohol use and risky sex reflects

multiple underlying processes that are both causal and

noncausal (spurious) in nature. It is further argued that

even alcohol’s acute causal effects on sexual behavior are

more variable than they are commonly assumed to be. Drink-

ing can promote, inhibit, or have no effect on behavior,

depending on the interplay of factors governing behavior

in a particular situation and the content of individually

held beliefs about alcohol’s effects.

KEYWORDS—alcohol; risky sex; condom use

With the advent of AIDS, efforts to understand the causes of

sexual risk-taking have assumed great urgency. In this context,

alcohol and its potential disinhibiting effects have received

much attention. In the past 20 years, more than 600 studies have

been conducted on the link between drinking and risky sex, and

drinking proximal to intercourse has become a standard target of

intervention efforts aimed at reducing risky sexual behaviors.

Targeting drinking as part of a strategy to reduce risky sex can

only be effective if drinking causally promotes such behaviors,

however. Does the evidence support this connection? Conven-

tional wisdom aside, the answer to this question is surprisingly

complex.

BACKGROUND

The belief that alcohol causally disinhibits sexual behavior is

firmly ingrained in our culture. Most people believe that

drinking increases the likelihood of sexual activity, enhances

sexual experience, and promotes riskier sexual behavior. Many

also attribute risky sexual experiences to the fact that they were

drinking and report drinking (or plying their partner with alco-

hol) to exploit alcohol’s alleged disinhibiting effects on sexual

behavior.

Consistent with popular belief, the overwhelming majority

of studies do find an association between the two be-

haviors (Cooper, 2002; Leigh & Stall, 1993). The typical study

examines the cross-sectional association between usual

patterns of drinking and risky sex. For example, in such studies,

individuals who drink consistently report more partners than

those who abstain do. Owing to design limitations, however,

these studies tell us little about the underlying causal relation-

ship. Such data cannot even establish a temporal link between

drinking and risky sex, a minimum condition for attributing

causality to acute alcohol effects. Thus, although people are

quick to infer a causal connection between the two behaviors,

multiple interpretations are possible. Three will be considered

here.

THIRD-VARIABLE EXPLANATIONS

Third variable explanations that involve stable (possibly

genetically based) features of the individual or of his or her life

situation offer one important explanation. For example, a person

might both drink and have risky sex to satisfy sensation-seeking

needs, because of poor impulse control or coping skills, or

in an effort to cope with negative emotions. Consistent with this

possibility, Cooper, Wood, Orcutt, and Albino (2003) showed

that one third of the statistical overlap (modeled by a higher-

order factor) among diverse risk behaviors, including alcohol

use and risky sex, could be explained by low impulse control and

an avoidant style of coping with negative emotions. Thrill

seeking accounted for a much smaller proportion of the overlap,

and significantly predicted the overlap only among white

(not black) adolescents. In addition, avoidance coping predicted

the onset of drinking among initially abstinent youth, and in

interaction with impulsivity it predicted the onset of sexual
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behavior among those who were initially virgins. Thus, avoid-

ance coping and impulsivity appear to be important common

causes that partially account for the link between drinking and

risky sex. Although thrill seeking was not a strong predictor in

our randomly constituted, biracial adolescent sample, closely

related measures (e.g., sensation seeking) have been shown to

fully account for the association between drinking and risky sex

in some high-risk samples (e.g., heavy drinkers, gay or bisexual

men).

An individual might also drink and have risky sex as part of

a lifestyle, such as being single or living in a fraternity house,

where both behaviors are tacitly or explicitly encouraged. Con-

sistent with this possibility, perceptions of peer norms related

to drinking and sex are among the most robust predictors of in-

volvement in both behaviors among youth. Similarly, charac-

teristics of one’s home environment—e.g., living in a single-

parent or conflict-ridden household—have also been found to

predict both behaviors. Thus, direct evidence showing that co-

variation between the two behaviors can be explained by third

variables, and indirect evidence showing that involvement in

both behaviors is linked to the same putative causal factors,

support the contention that the association between drinking and

risky sex is at least partly due to the influence of underlying

common causes.

REVERSE CAUSAL EXPLANATIONS

Reverse causal explanations posit that the intention or desire to

engage in risky sex causes one to drink when sexual opportunity

is perceived. Consistent with this possibility, surveys of college

students reveal that up to one half of undergraduates report

drinking more than usual to make it easier to have sex and giving

their partners alcohol to increase the likelihood of sex (Cooper,

2002). Alternatively, an individual might plan a romantic eve-

ning and drink to enhance that experience or plan to pick

someone up at a party and drink to provide an excuse (to oneself

or others) for behavior that might later be seen as inappropriate.

Although different motives (to disinhibit, enhance, or excuse)

presumably underlie drinking in each scenario, all accounts

nevertheless assume that people who drink strategically hold

relevant beliefs about alcohol’s capacity to facilitate the desired

sexual outcome. Supporting this notion, Dermen and I (Dermen

& Cooper, 1994) found that people who believe that alcohol

enhances or disinhibits sex are more likely to drink, and to drink

to intoxication, in sexual or potentially sexual situations (e.g., on

a date). Thus, for at least some people, the intention or desire to

have sex may precede and cause drinking, rather than the re-

verse.

CAUSAL EXPLANATIONS

Two prominent theories depict alcohol as a cause of disinhibited

social behaviors: alcohol myopia and expectancy theories. Al-

cohol-myopia theory (Steele & Josephs, 1990) posits that dis-

inhibited behavior results from an interaction of diminished

cognitive capabilities and the specific cues that influence be-

havior in a given situation. Because alcohol narrows the range of

cues perceived and limits the ability to process and extract

meaning from these cues, intoxication renders a person sus-

ceptible to momentary pressures. Simple, highly salient cues

(e.g., sexual arousal) continue to be processed, whereas more

distal, complex ones (e.g., fear of pregnancy) are no longer ad-

equately processed. Consequently, alcohol creates a ‘‘myopia’’

in which incompletely processed aspects of immediate experi-

ence exert undue influence on behavior and emotion. Accord-

ingly, alcohol has its strongest effect when a behavior is

controlled by instigating and inhibiting cues that are strong and

nearly equal in force—a circumstance known as inhibition

conflict.

In support of this model, Steele and Josephs conducted a

meta-analysis (a method for statistically combining effects) of

34 experimental studies testing alcohol’s effects on social be-

havior. Results revealed a small (.14) average standardized effect

for alcohol under low-inhibition-conflict conditions versus a large

effect (1.06) under high-conflict conditions. Thus, consistent

with alcohol-myopia theory, intoxicated participants behaved

more extremely than sober ones did primarily under high-conflict

conditions.

Whereas alcohol-myopia theory emphasizes pharmaco-

logical mechanisms, expectancy theory emphasizes psycho-

logical ones. According to this view, an individual’s behavior

after drinking is driven by pre-existing beliefs (expectancies)

about alcohol’s effects on behavior, much like a self-fulfilling

prophecy (Hull & Bond, 1986). The role of expectancies has

been investigated experimentally in studies that independently

manipulate alcohol content and expectancy set (the belief

that alcohol has been consumed). In a meta-analysis of 36

such studies, Hull and Bond found that people who believed

they had consumed alcohol (but had not) behaved similarly

to those who had consumed alcohol (and didn’t know it).

Indeed, expectancy effects were significant and only slightly

smaller than alcohol-content effects (.27 vs. .35). Expectancy

theory thus highlights the role of individually held beliefs

about alcohol’s effects, and suggests by extension that

alcohol effects on behavior may vary as a function of these

beliefs.

The foregoing indicates that alcohol intoxication can cause

more extreme social behavior through both pharmacological and

psychological mechanisms. Contrary to popular opinion, these

effects are not immutable, but are contingent on the nature of

instigating and inhibiting cues governing momentary behavior,

on the content of one’s beliefs about alcohol effects, or possibly

on a combination of both. Theoretically, then, alcohol intoxica-

tion should lead to riskier sexual behavior only under certain

conditions or among certain people, a contention that existing

evidence largely supports.
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A SELECTIVE REVIEW OF NATURALISTIC STUDIES OF

DRINKING AND RISKY SEX

From a public health perspective, one of the most im-

portant issues concerns alcohol’s potential to facilitate the

occurrence of intercourse, especially with new or casual part-

ners. To investigate this issue, Orcutt and I (Cooper & Orcutt,

1997) examined the link between drinking and intercourse

on two first-date occasions in a large, representative sample of

adolescents. Although these data are correlational, the

within-subjects design allowed us to compare a person’s be-

havior on two occasions that, for many, differed in the presence

versus absence of alcohol, thus helping us rule out stable indi-

vidual differences between drinkers and nondrinkers as an

alternative explanation for observed differences in sexual

behavior. As Figure 1 illustrates, our results showed that rates of

intercourse were higher when the male partner drank and

lower when he abstained. Interestingly, however, parallel anal-

yses revealed no such relationship for drinking by the female

partner.

Drawing on alcohol-myopia theory, we reasoned that the

psychological conditions necessary for alcohol-related disinhi-

bition existed only among men. Specifically, if males experi-

enced a type of conflict in which dominant cues favored

behavioral action while peripheral cues favored behavioral in-

hibition, we would expect (due to the greater difficulty of ac-

cessing and processing peripheral cues) alcohol-related

disinhibition. In contrast, if females experienced a type of

conflict in which dominant cues favored inhibition and periph-

eral ones activation, then decreased processing of peripheral

cues should not disinhibit behavior. Consistent with this logic,

we found that men perceived more benefits relative to costs of

having sex on their most recent first date, whereas women per-

ceived more costs relative to benefits. Moreover, only the per-

ception of increasing costs predicted conflict among men (for

whom benefits were more salient), whereas the reverse was true

among women. Thus, men and women appeared to experience

qualitatively different forms of conflict about having sex on their

most recent first date. Moreover, consistent with the idea that the

type of conflict conducive to alcohol-related disinhibition oc-

curred only among men, rates of intercourse on the date were

significantly elevated only among highly conflicted men who

drank alcohol (Fig. 2).

Together these data indicate that how alcohol affects sexual

behavior is determined by the content and relative strength of

competing cues that inhibit or activate behavior, and they raise

the possibility that alcohol might even promote safer behavior

under the right circumstances! Recent experimental evidence

lends strong support to this idea, showing that when the potential

costs of having sex with an attractive new partner were made

salient, intoxicated individuals reported more cautious inten-

tions than did sober ones (MacDonald, Fong, Zanna, & Mar-

tineau, 2000).

A second key question from a public health perspective is

whether drinking reduces condom use. Somewhat surprisingly,

most naturalistic studies directly testing the link between

drinking on a specific intercourse occasion and condom use on

that occasion find no relationship. Indeed in a quantitative

analysis of 29 such tests (Cooper, 2002), alcohol was associated

with lower rates of condom (and birth-control) use only under

circumscribed conditions: at first intercourse but not on subse-

quent intercourse occasions, in younger but not older samples,

and in studies conducted earlier rather than more recently

(Leigh, 2002, reports similar results).
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One plausible interpretation of these findings is that few

people experience the type of conflict conducive to alcohol-re-

lated disinhibition of condom use, though such conflict may have

been common in the past and may still be common among sex-

ually inexperienced, younger adolescents. Although no study

has directly tested these ideas, a study conducted by Dermen

and me (Dermen & Cooper, 2000) provides indirect support. We

examined feelings of conflict about using a condom on four oc-

casions of intercourse across two different samples (one of col-

lege students; one of community-residing young adults, aged

19–25), and found that fewer than 15% of participants were

highly conflicted about using a condom on each occasion.

Moreover, although drinking did not predict lower overall rates

of condom use on any of these occasions, it predicted signifi-

cantly lower rates (in three of four tests) among those who felt

conflicted about using a condom on that occasion.

In short, these data suggest that drinking can undermine safe

sex behaviors, but that it does not invariably do so. Rather, al-

cohol can promote, inhibit, or have no effect on risky sexual

behaviors depending on the specific constellation of salient cues

in the moment.

THE ROLE OF ALCOHOL EXPECTANCIES

Although the preponderance of evidence suggests that inhibition

conflict plays the larger role in accounting for alcohol’s acute

causal effects on risky sexual behavior, expectancies also appear

important. As previously discussed, those who believe that alco-

hol disinhibits or enhances sexual experience are more likely to

drink in (potentially) sexual situations, suggesting that expect-

ancies are instrumental in setting up situations that may lead to

alcohol-related disinhibition of sex. Expectancies (in the absence

of alcohol) have also been shown to influence other aspects of

sexual experience that could indirectly promote risky behaviors.

For example, a recently conducted experiment in which partici-

pants were paired with previously unknown, opposite-sex part-

ners found that participants who thought they had consumed

alcohol (though none had been consumed) reported greater sexual

arousal, perceived their partners as more sexually disinhibited,

and showed erotic slides (presumed to be a behavioral analog of

sexual interest) to their partners significantly longer, but only if

they also held strong beliefs about alcohol’s capacity to disinhibit

or enhance sexual experience (George, Stoner, Norris, Lopez, &

Lehman, 2000). These data suggest that expectancies, once ac-

tivated by alcohol consumption, may strengthen instigating cues

for sex, thereby bringing an individual for whom costs might

otherwise greatly outweigh benefits into a state of high inhibition

conflict. Finally, expectancies have also been shown to interact

with feelings of conflict to jointly predict alcohol-related disin-

hibition of risky sexual behavior (Dermen & Cooper, 2000). Thus,

expectancies and actual alcohol content might work in tandem to

disinhibit risky sexual behavior in real-world situations where the

two processes always co-occur.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The relationship between alcohol use and risky sex is complex. It

cannot be explained by a single mechanism, but instead reflects

multiple underlying causal and noncausal processes. Moreover,

even the causal portion of this relationship is not manifest as a

main effect but as an interaction.

These complexities have important implications for both re-

search and intervention efforts. The multiplicity of plausible

causal mechanisms highlights the need for diverse methodo-

logical approaches for exploring alternative models, and for

greater sophistication in framing research questions. Rather

than focusing on which model better accounts for the link be-

tween drinking and risky sex, future research should focus on

delineating the conditions under which, and the individuals for

whom, different causal (and noncausal) processes are most likely

to operate.

At the same time, researchers trying to unravel alcohol’s acute

effects must adopt more sophisticated methods for studying the

complex interplay between drinking, individually held expect-

ancies, and situational cues. Diary methods in which people

report on both behaviors across multiple days provide an impor-

tant and ecologically valid approach for examining this relation-

ship. Such methods not only enable more accurate assessment

of the behaviors themselves but also provide a window onto the

motivations, emotions, and cognitions that subtly shape these

behaviors and set the stage for alcohol’s variable effects across

individuals and situations.

The existence of multiple causal models also points to the

need for diverse intervention strategies, and raises the possi-

bility that different strategies will be optimally effective among

individuals for whom different causal processes dominate. For

example, among people who chronically drink and engage in

risky behaviors, the relationship between drinking and risky sex

may primarily reflect the influence of underlying common

causes. For such individuals, universal change strategies tar-

geting these common causes should be maximally efficacious.

Alternatively, carefully designed interventions aimed at reduc-

ing drinking (or manipulating risk cues) in settings where

drinking and encountering potential partners co-occur (e.g.,

college bars) could lower sexual risks associated with alcohol

use among those who are most vulnerable to acute intoxication

effects, situational influences, or both. To be maximally effec-

tive, interventions must be carefully tailored for different pop-

ulations and circumstances in which different underlying causal

processes predominate.
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When Photographs Create False
Memories
Maryanne Garry and Matthew P. Gerrie

Victoria University of Wellington, Wellington, New Zealand

ABSTRACT—Photographs help people illustrate the stories

of their lives and the significant stories of their society.

However, photographs can do more than illustrate events;

in this article, we show that photographs can distort

memory for them. We describe the course of our ‘‘false-

memory implantation’’ research, and review recent work

showing that photographs can sometimes increase—while

other times decrease—false memories. First, we discuss

research showing that a doctored photo, showing subjects

taking a completely fictitious hot-air-balloon ride, can

cultivate false memories for that experience. We hypothe-

size that the photograph helps subjects to imagine details

about the event that they later confuse with reality. Second,

we show that although photographs are indeed powerful

sources of influence on memory, they are not necessarily as

powerful as narrative. In fact, in certain circumstances,

photographs might constrain imagination. Third, we dis-

cuss research showing that true photographs can also

cultivate false memories. Finally, we present recent work

showing that photographs can create false memories for

current events.

KEYWORDS—memories; false memories; photographs

Memory is the way we keep telling ourselves our stories, said the

writer Alice Munro. People tell their stories in words and pic-

tures; they write letters, pull out childhood photo albums at

family reunions, and talk about what happened when, where, and

to whom. Sometimes people are told stories by others—socially

significant, newsworthy stories in the paper or on television.

Whether they are the stories of individual lives or of society as a

whole, important stories are often illustrated with photographs,

which give the imprimatur of authenticity. In this paper, we re-

view the research showing that photographs can create false

stories. Photographs can distort memory.

A decade ago, Loftus and Pickrell (1995) showed how easily

people can be led to remember wholly false events. They asked

subjects to read stories of some childhood events, one of which

described each subject getting lost in a shopping mall. That

event was false, but by the end of the study, 25% of subjects

falsely remembered at least some details about it. In the scien-

tific community, the paradigm has proven both popular and

powerful, with nine similar narrative-based studies showing a

mean false recall of 33% (see Garry & Wade, 2005, for a brief

review).

Considered as a whole, research using this ‘‘lost in the mall’’

paradigm shows us how easy it is to implant false memories using

remarkably simple technology. Yet we live in a world of in-

creasingly sophisticated technology. For example, not so long

ago, only Hollywood studios and advertising agencies had the

skill and the equipment to doctor photographs. These days, it

seems that everyone has a digital camera and image-editing

software. While it may seem like harmless fun to airbrush an

annoying ex out of a photo or to cobble together a photo of little

Theo meeting his favorite action figure, recent evidence suggests

that doctored photos can doctor memory, too.

FALSE PHOTOGRAPHS AND FALSE MEMORIES

‘‘It isn’t trustworthy simply because it’s a picture,’’ the photog-

rapher Pedro Meyer told Wired magazine. ‘‘It is trustworthy if

someone we trust made it’’ (Rosenberg, 1995, p. 171). Meyer is

right, of course—yet people do trust photos. People think they

reliably capture the past. Yes, they may know that photographs

can be doctored, and they may not trust the famous, allegedly

doctored photo of Lee Harvey Oswald holding a rifle in his

backyard,1 but they still think their personal photographs are

real. What might be the power of a doctored childhood photo-

graph on memory?

To answer this question, Wade, Garry, Read, and Lindsay

(2002) adapted the Loftus and Pickrell (1995) ‘‘Lost in the mall’’
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Wellington, School of Psychology, Box 600, Wellington, New Zealand,
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method, but replaced narratives with photographs. The question

was simply whether showing subjects a doctored photograph—

with no supporting narrative—would lead them to remember a

false experience. They showed each subject four photos: Three

were real childhood photos and one was fake, showing the

subject taking a childhood hot-air-balloon ride. The doctored

photos were created for each subject by using Photoshop and an

assortment of additional childhood photos. Wade et al. ‘‘cut’’ the

subjects and at least one family member out of these additional

photos and ‘‘pasted’’ them into a dummy photo of a hot-air-bal-

loon ride (see Fig. 1). Family-members verified that the balloon

ride never happened. After subjects reviewed each photo three

times over a maximum of 2 weeks, 50% remembered something

about the ride. Often these reports were rich with detail, and at

the end of the study, subjects tended to express genuine aston-

ishment when they learned the photo was a fake.

Wade et al. (2002) speculated that photographs might give

subjects some kind of cognitive ‘‘springboard,’’ allowing them to

generate thoughts, feelings, details, images—the hallmarks of

genuine memories—more easily than is possible than with

verbal descriptions. Subjects confused these mental products for

genuine experience, a process called source confusion (Johnson,

Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993). In fact, the comparatively high

rate of false recall led them to wonder which medium is better at

cultivating false memories: photos or narratives? To answer this

question, Garry and Wade (2005) combined the methods of

Loftus and Pickrell (1995) and Wade et al. (2002) such that half

the subjects saw a photograph of themselves taking a balloon

ride while the other half read a description of the same false

event. To make sure the description and the photo conveyed the

same information, other researchers were asked to extract all the

information they could from the balloon photo and use that in-

formation to create the narrative. By interview three, 80% of the

subjects who read a false narrative reported memories of the

event, compared to 50% of those subjects who saw a false photo.

Moreover, when subjects were asked whether photographs or

narratives were better at ‘‘jogging’’ their memories during the

study, there was an interesting interaction: Narrative subjects

said that photos were better memory joggers, while photo sub-

jects said that narratives were better memory joggers.

Taken together, these studies suggest that photos alone are

powerful enough to elicit false memories on their own but that

they are not necessarily more powerful than narratives. In fact,

they might be less powerful than narratives. If, as Wade et al.

(2002) hypothesized, photographs do make it easier for people to

imagine—and then come to believe—the false event depicted,

then how do we account for Garry and Wade’s (2005) finding that

narratives actually elicited more false memories than photo-

graphs? The answer may lie in the fact that the photo provided

a concrete visual depiction of the balloon ride, making it more

Fig. 1. Demonstration of the doctoring process as used in Wade et al. (2002). Subjects are ‘‘cut’’ from an
original photo (A) and ‘‘pasted’’ into a dummy balloon photo (B). Subjects are shown the false photo (C) and
asked how much they remember about the event over three interviews.
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difficult for subjects to construct information about the trip.

While narratives allowed subjects to generate their own details

about their balloons, the detail in the false photographs de-

manded that subjects generate details about the experimenters’

balloon. Thus, subjects who saw the photograph would have

found it more difficult to produce information they later might

take to be a real memory.

TRUE PHOTOGRAPHS AND FALSE MEMORIES

The fact that doctored photographs can elicit false memories

does not help explain situations in which there is no real attempt

to mislead. For example, it does not say much about whether

there are dangers in looking at real family photos. However, a

common psychotherapeutic technique directs clients to look at

real photos so that the people, places, and experiences captured

in them will jog memories of previously unremembered traumas

(Dolan, 1991; Weiser, 2002).

Concerns about these techniques led Lindsay, Hagen, Read,

Wade, and Garry (2004) to examine the effect of a real photo-

graph to cultivate a false memory. Using a variation of the ‘‘lost in

the mall’’ method, they asked subjects to remember three school

experiences. Two of the experiences were real, and one was false;

the false event described the subject putting Slime (the goopy

green children’s toy) into the teacher’s desk drawer. All the

subjects read a description of each event, and half also saw their

real class photo to ‘‘help’’ them remember. While slightly fewer

than half of the description-only subjects developed mental

images of the Slime story or full memories, over 70% of the photo

subjects did. These results show that even true photos can lead

people to remember false events.

PHOTOGRAPHS AND MEMORY FOR THE MEDIA

In 2004, Britain’s Daily Mirror newspaper published photos

showing soldiers torturing Iraqi prisoners—photos the paper

claimed to have received from other soldiers. Although accu-

sations of such abuse were widespread, the photos were taken as

proof that they were true. But the British Armed Forces noted a

number of dubious details in the photos: They showed a vehicle

never sent to Iraq, the prisoners looked too neat to have been

beaten, and a trail of urine aimed at a prisoner by a soldier

seemed to have had detail and shadows added to it. In short, the

overall quality suggested trickery. A few weeks later, the Daily

Mirror’s headline proclaimed, ‘‘Sorry. . . we were hoaxed’’ (2004,

May 15, p. 1) and the editor lost his job.

Research shows that photographs are eminently believable,

even though people know they can be faked. For example, Kelly

and Nace (1994) showed subjects bogus news stories from the

the New York Times and the supermarket tabloid National En-

quirer. Although the Times was rated as a much more believable

publication than the National Enquirer, the photographs in the

Enquirer were rated as much more believable than the tabloid

itself. More importantly, subjects who saw a lengthy video about

Photoshop’s image-manipulation capabilities still maintained

their belief in the relative veracity of both publications’ photo-

graphs.

People are also more likely to remember the content of a news

story when it is accompanied by a photograph. David (1998)

showed subjects news stories that were or were not accompanied

by a photograph and found that subjects were more likely to

remember the stories when the stories had photographs.

Considered as a whole, the research suggests that photos en-

hance both the credibility of the news and people’s memory for it.

These findings led Garry, Strange, Bernstein, and Kinzett (2005)

to examine the effect of different photographs on memory for a

newspaper story. They asked subjects to pretend to be a news-

paper editor and to study three news articles. One of the sto-

ries—the target—described a hurricane that tore through a

Mexican coastal town, causing major property damage. While

acting as editors, subjects proofread the stories, identifying and

correcting minor typographical errors. They also received a

photo that would accompany the each article, and they had to

mark on the article where in the layout of the newspaper they

thought the photo would look best. For half the subjects, the

photo accompanying the hurricane article showed part of the

town before the hurricane struck; for the other half, the photo

showed the exact same spot after the hurricane struck.

The next day, subjects returned to the lab for a surprise

memory test. On the test, they read a number of statements and

indicated whether they had read each statement in one of the

articles the day before. There were two types of statements on the

test: old statements, which really had been in the articles, and

new statements, which had not been in the articles but were

related. For the hurricane story, some of the new statements

described severe injuries to people in the story—even though

the hurricane story recounted only property damage and no

personal injuries.

Garry et al. (2005) found that although subjects had equally

good memories for statements in the other stories, those who saw

the ‘‘after’’ photo for the hurricane story were far more likely to

claim they had read the descriptions of serious personal injury.

In fact, fewer than 10% of subjects who saw the ‘‘before’’ photo

falsely remembered reading about personal injury, while ap-

proximately a third of subjects who saw the after photo did. The

choice of photos did not affect memory for other kind of state-

ments. This study suggests that photographs can influence the

way people remember the news.

CONCLUSIONS

If memory is the way people keep telling themselves their sto-

ries, then photographs are one of the ways people keep those

stories alive. We have shown that both doctored and true pho-

tographs can cultivate false memories for personal experiences,

and true photographs can lead to false memories for the news.
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The research on photographs and memory has raised signifi-

cant questions that warrant attention from many areas of inquiry.

For example, in the area of psychological science, we do not

know if, or how, photographs affect source monitoring in differ-

ent situations. Do photographs, for instance, enhance imagina-

tion in some circumstances while constraining it in others? Does

it matter if a photograph depicts the event itself (such as in the

balloon studies) or merely depicts the protagonists (such as in

the Slime study)? How do these two issues affect fluency, the ease

with which the fictitious event is processed and springs to mind?

People often mistake a rush of surprising fluency as an indi-

cator of truth (Bernstein, Whittlesea, & Loftus, 2002). In cog-

nitive philosophy, the close relationship between photographs

and memory relates to a question Clark and Chalmers (1998)

raised about where one’s mind stops and the rest of the world

starts. That is, when can one say that an external device is ac-

tually part of—an extension of—one’s own memory? People rely

on some technologies so much, they argued, that to dismiss them

as extensions of memory simply because they are external to the

physical body seems like nitpicking.

In the area of personal identity, the act of remembering ex-

periences that do not fit with people’s personal identity causes

more change in how they see themselves than does remembering

experiences that do fit with their identity (Neimeyer & Metzler,

1994). Perhaps that change would be accelerated or magnified if

the incongruent remembering were accompanied by a doctored

photograph as evidence. Real photos certainly can have this

impact, particularly when they contain a mix of known and un-

known information. For example, Wigoder (2001) describes the

case of man who, nearly 50 years after WWII ended, came across

a photo of himself as an emaciated young boy in a concentration

camp. Confronted with the photo—evidence he recognized as

being of a genuine experience but had never seen before—the

man began to change the way he remembered life at the camp.

In the area of psychotherapy, can doctored photographs help

clients reframe unpleasant personal history and, if so, is such a

technique ethical? We know of at least one worrying example.

Weiser’s PhotoTherapy approach (Weiser, 2002) treats photo-

graphs as projective tests, with the therapist’s job being to

identify the client’s common themes. Weiser eagerly anticipates

the ‘‘exciting possibilities . . . for using photos as counselling

tools with clients who have scanners . . . [and] photo-manipu-

lation software’’ (p.24). On the other hand, doctoring images may

lead to useful memory distortions. Kehle, Bray, Margiano,

Theodore, and Zhou (2002) review research showing that when

clients who engage in maladaptive behaviors—such as selective

mutism (when a child speaks only in some contexts but not

others), stuttering, or disruptive classroom behavior—view

videos of themselves in which the unwelcome behaviors have

been edited out, the maladaptive behaviors reduce. Kehle et al.

propose a false-memory account of the effect: For example,

stutterers who see manipulated videos of themselves speaking

fluently may falsely remember speaking fluently more often than

they really do, causing them to become more confident that they

can speak well—and thereby reducing their stuttering.

Finally—and regardless of the psychological mechanisms at

play—research on the ways doctored photos can tamper with

memory raises important questions about what people might

confess if they are confronted with false evidence that they did

or saw something that never happened.
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ences, and how to enhance cogni-
tive skills?

We need to identify the brain
processes that influence cogni-
tion. Jensen has found correla-
tions between g and elementary
cognitive tasks (mental process-
ing speed), the brain’s electrical
response to stimuli, and how
quickly an injection of glucose is
absorbed by the brain. Hope for
further advance in this area lies
in new techniques of viewing
what brain centers are active
when different cognitive tasks
are being done. 
We should learn more about so-
cial multipliers. Boozer and Cac-
ciola (2001) showed that when
reduced class size raises aca-
demic performance, peer inter-
action multiplies that rise and
accounts for virtually all of the
long-term gains.
The relative potency of Whites’
and Blacks’ social multipliers
should be compared.
Although teaching children “how
to think” is desirable, we should
recognize that this will not neces-
sarily enhance numeracy and lit-
eracy. The focus must be on

•

•

•

•

teaching reading and arithmetic
skills. And note that if we really
want to enhance those skills,
there will have to be an attitude
shift, so that Americans welcome
core subjects that make greater
cognitive demands. If all parents
and children were like Chinese
Americans, the “nation’s report
card” would improve dramati-
cally.
Above all, we must go beyond g
to develop a theory of intelli-
gence with a sociological dimen-
sion. In this theory, g will still
play an important role. Within
every generation, people com-
pete to win, and, therefore, g will
always help explain why some
people excel across so many cog-
nitive skills.
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Abstract
Whether or not to spank

children as a discipline practice
is controversial among lay and
professional audiences alike.
This article highlights different
views of spanking, key conclu-
sions about its effects, and
methodological limitations of
the research and the resulting

ambiguities that fuel the current
debate and plague interpreta-
tion. We propose an expanded
research agenda to address ques-
tions about the goals of parental
discipline; the role, if any, that
punishment plays in achieving
these goals; the effects and side
effects of alternative discipline
practices; and the impact of

punishment on underlying de-
velopmental processes.

Keywords
spanking children; punish-
ment; parent discipline

Spanking as a way of disciplining
children is a topic of broad interest to
people involved in the care and edu-
cation of children (e.g., parents, teach-
ers), as well as to the many profes-
sions involved with children, parents,
and families (e.g., pediatrics, psychi-
atry, psychology, and social work).
Hitting children is intertwined with
religious beliefs, cultural views, gov-
ernment, law, and social policy and
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has enormous implications for men-
tal and physical health throughout
the world (Krug, Dahlberg, Mercy,
Zwi, & Lozano, 2002). Corporal pun-
ishment as a means of child disci-
pline at home and at school has been
banned by many countries, includ-
ing Austria, Croatia, Cyprus, Den-
mark, Finland, Germany, Israel, It-
aly, Latvia, Norway, and Sweden
(Gershoff, 2002). The United Na-
tions (Article 19 of the UN Conven-
tion on the Rights of Children) ar-
gues against all forms of physical
violence in relation to children.

Within the United States, several
organizations (e.g., Project No
Spank—http://www.nospank.net/
toc.htm) lobby for an end to hitting
children and for according children
the same legal protections accorded
adults (i.e., laws against being hit by
others). Despite the lobbying, spank-
ing is still a “hit” with parents—it is
quite prevalent. For example, in the
United States, 74% of parents of chil-
dren 17 years of age or younger use
spanking as a discipline technique
(Gallup, 1995); 94% of parents of 3-
and 4-year-olds use corporal punish-
ment (Straus & Stewart, 1999).

After decades of research, debate
continues. In this article, we review
key findings about the effects of
spanking, issues that limit progress
in understanding the effects of
spanking, and avenues to move re-
search forward. By discussing the
topic, we are not in any way endors-
ing or advocating the use of spank-
ing. Indeed, integral to the research
agenda we propose are questions
regarding why so many parents be-
lieve hitting is an appropriate and
effective form of parental discipline
and whether hitting is actually
needed to accomplish the goals un-
derlying its use in child rearing.

SPANKING DEFINED

Perhaps the most critical issue
that underlies this debate is the def-

inition of spanking. The definition
determines who participates in a re-
search study, what studies are in-
cluded in literature reviews, and,
hence, what conclusions are reached.
A commonly adopted definition
specifies spanking as hitting a child
with an open hand on the buttocks
or extremities with the intent to
discipline without leaving a bruise
or causing physical harm. This def-
inition helps separate occasional
spanking from more severe corpo-
ral punishment (Baumrind, Larzel-
ere, & Cowan, 2002; Consensus
Statements, 1996).

Physical abuse usually is de-
fined to encompass corporal pun-
ishment that is harsh and excessive,
involves the use of objects (e.g.,
belts, paddles), is directed to parts
of the body other than the extremi-
ties, and causes or has the potential
to cause physical harm. Because
many parents report using objects
during punishment, behaviors that
many professionals might con-
sider as clearly abusive are fairly
common and included in some def-
initions of spanking (Gershoff,
2002). Research on hitting (spank-
ing, corporal punishment) varies
widely on whether the definition in-
cludes practices that frankly are or
blend into abuse.

THREE VIEWS OF SPANKING

Three positions about spanking
as a form of discipline capture pub-
lic and professional views rather
well. The pro-corporal punishment
view is infrequently advocated in re-
search and academic writings, but
is alive and well in everyday life.
This view is represented by the fa-
miliar, cryptic, incomplete, and
probably misconstrued biblical
quotation, “spare the rod and spoil
the child” (Proverbs 13:24). The
view underscores the beliefs that
desirable consequences (e.g., re-
spect for authority, good behavior,

socialization) follow from the use
of spanking, untoward conse-
quences result from not spanking,
and responsible parenting includes
such punishment.

The anti-corporal punishment
view is that corporal punishment is
likely to have short- and long-term
deleterious consequences. “Vio-
lence begets violence” captures
much of this view, which focuses
on modeling and social learning as
the means by which violence is
transmitted from one generation to
the next (Straus, 1994). The moral-
ity of inflicting pain is also key to
this view, so the untoward conse-
quences of hitting are not the only
basis for the objection to spanking.

The conditional corporal punish-
ment view notes that the effects of
spanking are not necessarily nega-
tive or positive but may be either
depending on other conditions.
Spanking can vary along multiple
dimensions (e.g., frequency and in-
tensity) and be delivered in many
different contexts that may moder-
ate its impact. This view does not
advocate spanking, but rather
notes that a “blanket injunction”
against spanking cannot be sup-
ported scientifically (Baumrind,
1996).

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH 
FINDINGS

The empirical  l i terature on
spanking has been reviewed exten-
sively. The most recent and com-
prehensive review, completed by
Gershoff (2002), consists of a meta-
analysis2 of 88 studies. Gershoff ex-
amined the relationship between
corporal punishment and compli-
ance of the child, moral internaliza-
tion, aggression, criminal and anti-
social behavior, quality of the
parent-child relationship, mental
hea l th ,  and abuse .  Spanking
tended to be associated with imme-
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diate compliance of the child (i.e.,
desisting the behavior targeted by
the punishment), which Gershoff
considered to be the only positive
outcome evident in her review. On
the negative side, spanking was as-
sociated with decreased internal-
ization of morals, diminished qual-
ity of parent-child relations, poorer
child and adult mental health, in-
creased delinquency and antisocial
behavior for children, and in-
creased criminal and antisocial be-
havior for adults; spanking also
was associated with an increased
risk of being a victim of abuse or of
abusing one’s own child or spouse.

Reanalyses of studies have un-
derscored the importance of how
spanking is defined. Several studies
in Gershoff’s review included rather
harsh punishment that would qual-
ify as physical abuse (e.g., slapping
in the face, hitting with an object).
Reanalyses indicated the outcomes
were more negative in those studies
than in studies of less severe pun-
ishment (Baumrind et al., 2002).
Similarly, other reviews have sug-
gested that very mild spanking
used as a backup for mild disciplin-
ary effects may not be detrimental
and indeed can reduce noncompli-
ance and fighting (Larzelere, 2000).

It would be difficult to identify a
consensus among researchers be-
yond a few key points. First, the
deleterious effects of corporal pun-
ishment are likely to be a function
of severity and frequency. Harsh
punishment is associated with
many untoward consequences, in-
cluding increased morbidity and
mortality for major adult forms of
illness (e.g., heart disease, cancer,
lung disease; Krug et al., 2002).
Second, the effects of mild spank-
ing (an oxymoron to some people)
that is occasional, is a backup to
other disciplinary procedures such
as time out from reinforcement or
reasoning, is physically noninjuri-
ous, involves an open hand to hit
the extremities or buttocks, and in-
flicts temporary pain are not so

clear (Baumrind et al., 2002). Again,
there is no advocacy of corporal
punishment in this latter view, but
merely an acknowledgment that the
research does not speak to the con-
sequence of occasional spanking.

KEY ISSUES FOR RESEARCH

Fundamental conceptual and
methodological issues plague the
literature on spanking. First, the
varied definitions of spanking can
dictate the conclusions investiga-
tors and reviewers reach, as we
have noted. Second, assessments of
spanking and children’s character-
istics (e.g., aggression, deviance)
often are retrospective and com-
pleted by the same rater (the par-
ent). These influences alone can af-
fect the magnitude of correlations
of punishment, child characteris-
tics, and outcomes. Third, the time
line is rarely established to show
that in fact spanking antedated an
untoward outcome and that the
“outcome” (e.g., child deviance,
poor parent-child relations) was
not present in advance of or at the
same time as spanking. Fourth,
spanking could well be a proxy for
a host of other variables that in fact
relate to untoward child outcomes.
For example, compared with par-
ents who spank less, those who
spank more read to, play with, and
hug their children less; experience
higher levels of stress, more major
life events, and more difficult, dis-
cordant, and abusive marital rela-
tions; and have higher rates of
mental illness or substance abuse.
These other variables, alone or in
combination, might explain the ef-
fects attributed to spanking. How-
ever, redressing these pivotal meth-
odological issues alone would still
leave unanswered many critical
questions that could inform the use
of spanking (see Benjet & Kazdin,
2003).

Goals of Parent Discipline

Presumably, the goals of disci-
plining children are to decrease
some behaviors (e.g., tantrums,
talking back), to develop others
(e.g., problem solving, playing co-
operatively, completing home-
work), and to promote socializa-
tion more generally. It is not at all
clear from animal laboratory stud-
ies and human applied studies that
punishment is among the better
strategies for accomplishing these
behavior-change goals. For exam-
ple, decreasing and eliminating in-
appropriate child behavior in the
home can be achieved through
positive reinforcement techniques
(e.g., from many arrangements that
focus on rewarding alternative be-
haviors) without the use of any
punishment (Kazdin, 2001). In ad-
dition, noncorporal punishment
techniques that are less aversive
than spanking (e.g., brief periods of
time out from reinforcement, small
fines on a point chart) can be effec-
tive. The use of spanking raises
questions regarding the goals of
discipline, whether any punish-
ment is needed to attain them, and,
if in fact punishment is needed,
whether hitting has any benefit
over noncorporal punishment.
Comparisons of punishment with
nonaversive procedures, even in
laboratory analogues, would add
pertinent information that could
inform debates about spanking.
Additionally, the underlying pro-
cesses motivating parents to spank
or to continue to use spanking
could be investigated to determine
whether they are concordant with
the stated goals of spanking.

Concomitant Effects of 
Punishment

Concomitant effects include any
effects outside the direct focus of
spanking and encompass the de-
velopment of prosocial behaviors,
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misbehavior other than the one to
which spanking was directed, and
emotional reactions (e.g., crying,
anger). Gershoff (2002) found that
children who were spanked were
more angry, aggressive, and stressed
than children who were not disci-
plined in this way. This finding is
in keeping with other applied as
well as animal laboratory research
showing that punishment can have
untoward side effects, including
emotional reactions, aggression,
and escape from and avoidance of
people, settings, and situations as-
sociated with punishment (Hutch-
inson, 1977; Kazdin, 2001). These
effects are particularly likely with
corporal punishment, but they can
occur with low levels of noncorpo-
ral punishment as well. Few stud-
ies have examined side effects of
spanking and how these compare
with the side effects that may result
from equally effective (or more ef-
fective) strategies that do not rely
on punishment.

Impact of Corporal Punishment 
on Development

Child abuse, a more extreme form
of corporal punishment than is the
focus of this article, can exert bio-
chemical, functional, and structural
changes in the brain (e.g., changes in
cerebral volume and increased or de-
creased reactivity to various neu-
rotransmitters; Glaser, 2000). Some
of these changes have psychological
concomitants (e.g., changes in reac-
tivity to stress and in working mem-
ory). We do not wish to imply that
spanking necessarily has any similar
consequences or effects, but at the
same time, it is not clear whether,
how, or at what threshold the brain
makes the distinction between child
abuse and spanking. As a result,
the circumstances under which
spanking might also have such del-
eterious effects is uncertain.

Other psychological areas criti-
cal to development (e.g., attachment,

emotional regulation, stress of the
child, parent-child relations) reflect
critical brain-behavior-environ-
ment interactions that warrant at-
tention. Although we do not chal-
lenge reviews claiming that very
mild corporal punishment has not
been shown to have either benefi-
cial or deleterious effects, we argue
that there is a need to look at how
spanking might influence psycho-
logical processes critical to devel-
opment. Research has already
demonstrated that many develop-
mental processes can be adversely
influenced by harsh punishment.

Main Effects and Moderators

It is likely that any effects of
parenting discipline practice are
moderated by scores of variables
related to the child, parent, family,
and broader context (e.g., culture).
The range of candidate variables to
investigate is daunting, but there
are exciting possibilities. Advances
in molecular genetics will no doubt
lead to breakthroughs that move
researchers closer to understand-
ing mechanisms and to identifying
subgroups of youths who might be
especially vulnerable to various
discipline practices. For example,
boys who are maltreated are likely
to develop antisocial behavior if
they have a particular gene charac-
teristic related to one of the brain’s
neurotransmitter systems (Caspi et
al., 2002). There are not many mod-
els that have been proposed and
tested to explain influences that
moderate the effects of spanking.
This is a difficult topic in part be-
cause a study might implicitly en-
dorse spanking as a good, or at
least neutral, practice for some chil-
dren and families and as a detri-
mental practice for others, or even
unwittingly “blame” the child for
extreme reactions to corporal pun-
ishment. The study of moderators
of the effects of spanking is a
charged topic because it could be

unwittingly construed as advocat-
ing hitting some children but not
others. We have already raised the
question of whether spanking is
needed at all in child rearing.

CLOSING COMMENTS

Objections to spanking are made
on moral ,  humane,  and legal
grounds (e.g., the immorality of in-
flicting pain, unequal treatment of
children and adults under the law).
These objections are critical insofar
as they apply to all hitting of chil-
dren and are independent of the
evidence on the effects of spank-
ing. The evidence suggests that
spanking that is frequent and harsh
is often associated with undesir-
able mental and physical health
outcomes.

The effects of very mild, occa-
sional spanking are not well stud-
ied or sufficiently clear from avail-
able studies. In one sense, it may be
correct to say that current evidence
does not establish the deleterious
or beneficial effects of very mild
spanking. Even so, it may be pru-
dent to caution against the use of
spanking because there are nonav-
ersive alternatives for accomplish-
ing the same disciplinary goals,
and because it has not been empiri-
cally established where the demar-
cation is between mild spanking
that may be safe to use and severe
corporal punishment that is known
to be dangerous. Moreover, mild
spanking can escalate and appar-
ently does mix in with more severe
hitting (Gershoff, 2002). Thus, the
many health, psychological, and
neurological consequences of harsh
punishment cannot be dismissed
as irrelevant to mild spanking. One
of the reasons that there is a debate
about the effects of spanking is that
investigators who study spanking
and the parents and teachers who
interact with children cannot ad-
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here consistently to a delimited
and crisp definition of spanking or
hitting that is “mild and occa-
sional.”

From a parenting and policy
perspective, the basic question is,
why use corporal punishment at
all? Mild noncorporal punishments
such as brief time out from rein-
forcement or short-term loss of
privileges in the context of praise
and rewards can accomplish the
goals for which spanking is usually
employed. After years of research,
critical questions about mild forms
of corporal punishment remain.
We have suggested some lines of
work to inform discussions about
the practice of spanking and its ef-
fects. More longitudinal studies are
needed to help establish time lines
between spanking and desirable
and undesirable outcomes, com-
peting constructs that may explain
the effects attributed to spanking
need to be ruled out more persua-
sively, and animal laboratory stud-
ies could be brought to bear more
forcefully on the topic. Human and
animal laboratory studies evaluat-
ing transient and enduring biologi-
cal and behavioral reactions to
punishment will be critical for illu-
minating the developmental pro-
cesses that are influenced by corporal
punishment and whether distinc-
tions in the severity and frequency

of punishment are relevant to these
processes.

Recommended Reading
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References)
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(See References)
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Notes
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Frontage Rd., New Haven, CT 06520-
7900.

2. Meta-analysis combines the ef-
fects of several studies using a common
unit of analysis. For each study, groups
are compared (e.g., children who have
been spanked vs. those who have not),
and their difference is placed into a
common metric that permits studies to
be compared and combined.
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psychometric studies have refined these categories (Rothbart &

Bates, 2006). Temperament dimensions that have now emerged

show strong similarities to the structure of temperament in other

animals, including the defensive reactions of fear and anger,

approach reactions of activity and pleasure to high intensity

stimulation, and attentional scales of duration of orienting in

infancy and of EC in toddlerhood. Recent research with the

Children’s Behavior Questionnaire (Rothbart, Ahadi, Hershey,

& Fisher, 2001), a parent report measure for children 3 to 7 years

of age, also identified three broad dimensions of temperament

described in Table 1 and depicted in Figure 1.

These dimensions of temperament are related to the Big Five

personality factors of Extraversion (extraversion/surgency),

Neuroticism (negative affectivity), and Conscientiousness (EC).

The Openness and Agreeableness factors have been found to

relate to the adult temperamental dimensions of perceptual

sensitivity and affiliation (Evans & Rothbart, 2007). It is im-

portant to remember, however, that temperament theory goes

beyond a list of unrelated traits or broad dimensions. Of central

importance are the interactions between children’s reactive

impulses and their efforts to control them. In particular, re-

searchers are interested in the relations among EC, extraversion/

surgency, and negative affectivity.

Very similar broad dimensions of temperament have been

found across cultures, and different correlations among

these dimensions in the United States and China are shown in

Figure 1 (Ahadi, Rothbart, & Ye, 1993). In the United States, but

not in China, children high in EC showed lower negative

affectivity. In China, but not in the United States, children high

in EC showed lower extraversion/surgency. These differences

may be related to culturally valued behaviors (low distress in the

United States; low outgoing behavior in China), guiding devel-

opment. Basic biological processes of temperament appear to be

shared across cultures, but outcomes vary depending on cultural

values and the child’s experiences.

DEVELOPMENT OF TEMPERAMENT

Temperament characteristics can be seen in the newborn and

measured in the fetus. The newborn shows distress and avoidant

movements, and by 2 to 3 months, approach reactions are

evidenced in smiling, laughter, and body movement. Physical

approach is seen when developing motor systems permit, usually

by 4 to 6 months. Anger or frustration is seen at 2 to 3 months,

and fear in the form of behavioral inhibition appears to be

differentiated from general distress proneness by 7 to 10 months.

Fear in infancy predicts children’s later fearfulness and low

aggression; anger predicts later higher frustration and aggres-

sion. Fear thus appears to act as a control on both approach and

aggression (Rothbart & Bates, 2006).

Fear is a reactive dimension that also contains regulatory

components (behavioral inhibition or withdrawal from threat-

TABLE 1

Definitions of Temperament in the Children’s Behavior Questionnaire and the Early Adolescent Temperament Questionnaire

Broad dimensions/
Temperament scales Scale definitions

Effortful control

Attention Control The capacity to focus attention as well as to shift attention when desired

Inhibitory Control The capacity to plan future action and to suppress inappropriate responses

Perceptual Sensitivity Detection or perceptual awareness of slight, low-intensity stimulation in the environment

Low-Intensity Pleasure Pleasure derived from activities or stimuli involving low intensity, rate, complexity, novelty, and

incongruity

Negative affectivity

Frustration Negative affect related to interruption of ongoing tasks or goal blocking

Fear Negative affect related to anticipation of distress

Discomfort Negative affect related to sensory qualities of stimulation, including intensity, rate, or complexity of light,

movement, sound, or texture

Sadness Negative affect and lowered mood and energy related to exposure to suffering, disappointment, and

object loss

Soothability Rate of recovery from peak distress, excitement, or general arousal

Extraversion/surgency

Activity Level of gross motor activity including rate and extent of locomotion

Low—Shyness Behavioral inhibition to novelty and challenge, especially social

High-Intensity Pleasure Pleasure derived from activities involving high intensity or novelty

Smiling & Laughter Positive affect in response to changes in stimulus intensity, rate, complexity, and incongruity

Impulsivity Speed of response initiation

Positive Anticipation Positive excitement and anticipation for expected pleasurable activities

Affiliationa Desire for warmth and closeness with others, independent of shyness or extraversion

Note. Subscales are grouped according to their broad dimensions.
aIn Early Adolescent Temperament Questionnaire only.
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ening stimulation). As noted above, behavioral fear develops

later than approach responses. Although fear serves to inhibit

approach and aggression, it may also capture attention (Rothbart &

Sheese, 2007). A second, attentional control system, EC, allows

more flexible inhibition of action (not eating a rich dessert),

facilitation of action (eating more vegetables instead), detection of

errors, and planning. EC as measured in laboratory tasks develops

strongly over the preschool and into the school years. By 30

months, children show consistency in performance across tasks

and considerable stability of EC is found thereafter (Kochanska,

Murray, & Harlan, 2000; Rothbart, Sheese, & Posner, in press).

TEMPERAMENT AND SOCIALIZATION-RELEVANT

CHARACTERISTICS

Temperament is consistently related to important social be-

haviors such as empathy and conscience. In my research, infant

fear predicted parent-reported guilt, empathy, and low aggres-

sion at age 6 to 7 years. In Kochanska, Aksan, and Joy’s (2007)

research, more fearful children developed greater conscience

during the preschool years than less fearful children did. Fear

provides internal cues of discomfort that can be attributed

to conscience rather than to external reward or coercion. The

relation between temperament and conscience was also affected

by parenting. Fearful children who received gentle and nonpu-

nitive socialization developed greater conscience than did

fearful children whose parents were punitive. For more fearless

children, conscience depended on another aspect of parenting.

More fearless children who had positive relations with their

parents developed greater conscience than fearless children

whose relations with their parents were less positive.

EC also positively predicts conscience (Kochanska et al.,

2000), as well as empathy, guilt, and low aggressiveness. EC may

provide the attentional flexibility needed to react to negative

feelings in others without being overwhelmed by them (empathy)

and to relate these feelings to responsibility for one’s own actions

(conscience). Thus, two control systems, one emotional (fear)

and one attentional (EC), appear to influence the development of

conscience: Fear provides the distress and reactive inhibition

components, and EC provides the attentional flexibility needed

to link distress cues, action, and moral principles. A review by

Eisenberg, Smith, Sadovsky, and Spinrad (2004) provides im-

portant additional findings relating EC to social and personality

development.

Temperament is also an important contributor to a lower

incidence of behavior problems, and this is found even when

there is no overlap in content between the temperament and

psychopathology measures (Rothbart & Bates, 2006). Figure 2

depicts relations reported in the literature, including a recent

study by Ormel et al. (2005), which used the Early Adolescent

Temperament Questionnaire–Revised to relate temperament at

10 to11 years to the development of behavior problems at 12 to

14 years. Extraversion/surgency is related to greater external-

izing problems (acting out) and to fewer internalizing problems

(fear, sadness, low self-esteem). Anger and frustration predict

both internalizing and externalizing problems, but fear is more

strongly related to internalizing and anger to externalizing

difficulties. The new scale of Affiliativeness in the Early Ado-

lescent Temperament Questionnaire predicted both high inter-

nalizing and low externalizing problems. Low EC is a consistent

and strong predictor of externalizing problems and a less strong

predictor of internalizing problems. EC also moderates the

effects of negative affectivity on problems; highly negative

children will be less likely to show problems when they have

higher EC (Rothbart & Bates, 2006; Rothbart & Posner, 2006).

NEURAL CORRELATES OF TEMPERAMENT

One exciting aspect of temperament is that it can be studied at

multiple levels. Reactive temperament, for example, has been

related to neural structure, especially to the functioning of the

amygdala and (for extraversion/surgency) to dopamine systems

(Rothbart & Posner, 2006). In the laboratory, researchers have

studied the brain’s attentional networks, which develop over

time and are related to individual differences in EC. Monitoring

and resolving conflict between incompatible responses have

been linked to specific executive attention networks in the brain

(Posner & Rothbart, 2007b). A basic measure of conflict reso-

lution is provided by the Stroop task, in which the name of a word

conflicts with the name of the color it is printed in. Tasks such as

the Attention Networks Test (ANT) present flanking stimuli that

distract from the task of responding to a central stimulus. Stroop

–.25 (China)

–.01 (USA) 

Effortful control
Attentional Focusing 
Inhibitory Control 
Low Intensity Pleasure 
Perceptual Sensitivity 

Negative affectivity
Fear
Anger
Sadness
Discomfort
Low Soothability 

–.03 (China)

–.28 (USA) 

Extraversion/surgency
Activity
Smiling & Laughter 
High Intensity Pleasure 
Impulsivity
Positive Anticipation 
Low Shyness 

Fig. 1. Temperament in 6- to 7-year-old children from the United States
and China as evaluated by the Children’s Behavior Questionnaire. The
similar overall temperament structure suggests that the basic building
blocks of temperament are the same in both cultures; but their relation-
ships differ, as shown by the correlations in the middle boxes.
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and flanker tasks used in adult imaging studies activate the

anterior cingulate and lateral prefrontal areas of the brain, which

are parts of the executive attention network (Posner & Rothbart,

2007a; Rothbart et al., in press).

When Stroop and flanker tasks are adapted for children as

markers of executive attention development, researchers can

trace brain function through children’s performance. For

toddlers, the spatial conflict task is used. Here the child must

match an animal picture (dog or cat) cue with a picture of the

same animal on one of two response keys. The location of the key

can be directly below the cue or on the opposite side. There is a

strong tendency to respond on the same side as the cue and the

child must overcome this conflict to make the correct response.

(see Posner & Rothbart, 2007a). At 30 months (the age when

Kochanska et al., 2000, found EC tasks to be related), children

moved from repeatedly performing the same incorrect response

to showing more accurate performance. By 3 years, they showed

high accuracy but were slower in the conflicting condition, as is

found in adults. Preschool children who performed well on the

tasks also scored higher in measures of EC and lower on im-

pulsivity and were less prone to frustration (as evaluated by the

Children’s Behavior Questionnaire). By age 7, the rapid period of

development of executive attention appears to be complete.

TRAINING AND GENETICS OF EXECUTIVE ATTENTION

Given the central importance of EC and executive attention to

development, can these systems be influenced by experience?

Previously, researchers in our laboratory created a set of training

exercises to help preschool children develop executive attention

skills (Rueda, Rothbart, McCandliss, Saccamanno, & Posner,

2005). Exercises were adapted from tasks used to train monkeys

for space travel. Children ranging in age from 4 to 6 years were

trained to use a joystick as they controlled the movement of a cat

on the screen. They were instructed to guide the cat to the grass

without getting in the mud (see Fig. 3). Over trials, the grass area

Fig. 2. Temperament in relation to developing behavior problems. Internalizing problems refers to
anxious, inhibited, depressed, and withdrawn behavior; externalizing problems refers to disruptive,
aggressive, and hyperactive behavior. The broken line denotes a weak relation.

Fig. 3. Attention-training exercise (the cat seeking grass). As the extent of
the mud (the dark gray area around the perimeter of the picture) increases,
the extent of the grass (the white patch on the right) decreases. When the
grass area becomes very small, the children are using the cat as a cursor to
be moved from one spot to another.
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shrinks and the mud area expands, so that the child is effectively

moving the cat as a cursor. Children then learn how to have the

cat move to intercept the travel of a duck, who either visibly

swims across a pond or dives into it, and are trained on working-

memory and Stroop-like conflict tasks.

These exercises were completed in five training sessions, with

pre- and posttraining assessments including the ANT described

previously and the Kaufman-Brief Intelligence Test. During

ANT performance, 128 channels of electroencephalography

were also recorded. We wished to measure the negative brain

response arising around 200 milliseconds following the target

(N2), which in adults arises in the anterior cingulate and is re-

lated to conflict performance.

Both 4- and 6-year-old children who had undergone training

performed better on conflict trials than did children in the

control group, but performance was highly variable and

the difference did not reach statistical significance. Analysis of

the N2 data, however, indicated that the trained children showed

a more adultlike response. Intelligence scores of trained chil-

dren were also higher after this brief training. Temperament

measures were not affected, but both EC and children’s distress

proneness may be influenced if longer training programs were

used, as in preschool settings (Posner & Rothbart, 2007a).

Executive attention efficiency has also been related to alleles

(variants) of specific genes in both adults and children (Posner

et al., 2007), and in children, genetic alleles have been related to

parent reports of negative affectivity, EC, and extraversion/

surgency. Researchers at the University of Oregon have also

recently found an interaction between specific genes and par-

enting in the prediction of children’s temperament. Research on

genes and the development of temperament and personality will

be of great interest in future studies.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This article provides a brief review of advances in our under-

standing of temperament and development. These advances

have been considerable, but much remains to be learned. Future

studies will explore temperament in relation to how children

experience their social and physical world and their develop-

ment of situation-specific behavior. Genetic analyses will allow

for a much more differentiated study of temperament in relation

to experience in children’s development. By studying tempera-

ment at behavioral, mental, and brain-network levels and by

investigating children’s variability, development, and psycho-

pathology, researchers will make increasing progress in this area

(Posner & Rothbart, 2007b).
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